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If you’ve ever gotten a card like this…

…this session is for you!





Why do people struggle to communicate their message?



More information

Greater understanding
or acceptance  



People Don’t Always Behave As Expected



Why Does This Happen?

• Confirm what they already believe, 
while ignoring contrary data

• Develop elaborate rationalizations 
to Justify beliefs that logic and 
evidence have disproved 

• Respond defensively to contrary 
evidence, actively discrediting it

Confirmation Bias



What Else Can I Do…

…To Communicate Effectively?





It should be…

• Easily understood

• Memorable

• Focused

• Framed to be relevant 
to your audience

What Is Your MESSAGE?



AUDIENCE - AUDIENCE - AUDIENCE !

Policymakers
Media

General Public

Funders

Family and FriendsM
essage

Education Community



In ONE SENTENCE, explain your BC project to:

• Level 1 – A colleague at a professional 
conference
• Level 2 – A Duke undergrad
• Level 3 – A 3rd grader

Your Message…Pitched at Three Levels



Be Concise!



Avoiding Jargon 
(i.e. talking like a real person)



To conduct a 
study that will 
help determine

To study

Elucidated the 
mechanisms by 
which…

Showed how

Avoiding Jargon 
(i.e. talking like a real person)

Foster 
interdisciplinary 
collaborations... 

Build teams



32 million Americans =

Simplify “Number Jargon”

47.65% (p<.0532) = About half

1-in-10 Americans

“The largest 

dinosaurs had 

brains about 8 cm 

in diameter”

=

“The largest 

dinosaurs had brains 

about the size of a 

baseball”



If  you MUST use jargon…

•Keep it to a minimum
•Define it first, and then introduce the term
•Make sure the definition is provided the first time you 
use the term

But, mostly…..

TRY TO AVOID JARGON!



Payman Taei, advancedwebranking.com







Barry Marshall





Nine minutes on NPR!



Be Definitive!



•Make it personal

•Use analogies and 
metaphors

•Use humor and/or drama

•Provide statistics

•Hook them with something 
surprising or counterintuitive 

•Tap in to your passion for the 
topic





What Is Your 
Communication 

Goal?

What Is Your 
Message?

What Is Your 
Medium?

Who Is Your 
Audience?

Research
Outputs



Who Is Your Audience?

• General public
• Some defined subset of GP
• Community stakeholders
• Students/teachers/parents
• Faculty/administration
• The media
• Policy makers
• Patients (and their family/friends)
• Clinicians
• Funders (or potential funders)



What Is Your Communication Goal?

• To inform
• To educate
• To train
• To guide
• To persuade
• To advocate
• To excite
• To recruit
• To transform



It should be…

• Easily understood

• Memorable

• Focused

• Framed to be relevant 
to your audience

What Is Your MESSAGE?



What Is Your Medium? 

• Research papers, reports, white 
papers, research summaries

• Pamphlets, brochures, infographics
• Public fora (e.g., science cafés)
• Online chats/AMAs
• Blogs
• Podcasts
• OpEds/commentaries
• Policy briefs/policy memos
• Social media campaigns
• Other?



Spend about 10 minutes sketching out a plan 
(i.e., a pitch) for your BC research output(s)…  

Ask yourself the following questions:

•Why is this the best output for your work?

• Are you missing important stakeholders by focusing too narrowly on a certain 
audience (e.g., policy makers)?

•What are the assumptions you’re making about your team’s research by the type of 
output you’re focusing on?

• Can you expand or shift your audience by considering another form of 
communication or by prioritizing another audience/stakeholder?

The goal isn’t to get you to decommit from a path you’re planning to take, but to 
get you to think creatively and expansively about who you want to talk to and 
why.
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Communication 

Goal?

What Is Your 
Message?

What Is Your 
Medium?

Who Is Your 
Audience?
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Outputs



In small groups, spend about 20 minutes 
sharing your plan and giving/getting feedback

Ask each other:

•What are you doing and why does it matter?
•Who are you talking to and how are you talking to them?
•What do you actually want to say?
•Are you choosing the best media to share your message (e.g., does it 

make sense for your policy memo to also be translated into an op-ed)?

The desired result of this activity is an action plan for how to best 
communicate your team’s research through the desired output(s), and to 
really understand why your team is focused on a particular medium, 
audience or set of stakeholders.



What Is Your 
Communication 
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Message?
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Medium?
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